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This is the seventh time the series would be located in Los Angeles, and the second time the
series has a set of twins. The incident left the three girls getting sent home for going insane and
wrecking the house also and they threaten the four other cast members along production. Jela ,
The Clermont Twins made the most significant impact on the season despite Clermont Twins
who appeared in seven episodes their were the fan favorite runners-up behind Jela, who won
fan favorite and Jela who appeared in nine. All Girls were Paid five-hundred dollars a week as
like previous seasons. In each season of the Bad Girls Club, one or more girls are asked to
leave the house either from violence, physical fighting, or leaves on her own accord, which then
gives the producers a chance at a new "bad girl" who arrives to the house in a couple days to
replace the fellow bad girl who was removed or left. The twins' relationship with Jela begins to
shatter. Meanwhile, Jasmine's birthday celebration leads to drama, and it dawns on Kat that
she's become a target for bad-girl. One bad girl makes a shocking exit. Christina is kicked out of
the house. All of the girls begin to bond, but rivalries quickly resurface when a new bad girl
enters the house. Still dealing with her insecurities, Kat realizes that she needs to figure out
what she wants out of the Bad Girls Club. Jenna replaced Christina. The twins and Jela have a
historic final showdown with the other girls; Lauren and Jenna pick up guys in order to alleviate
Jasmine's guilt about her hookup; two new roommates arrive. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign
In Don't have an account? Start a Wiki. Season Back for More Season 14, 12 Episodes.
Categories :. Universal Conquest Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest. Season Back for
More. BGC Season Guide. Christina "Tina" Aviles. Tina is a self-proclaimed New York Puerto
Rican princess who is not afraid to speak her mind, but she's hoping to add a little filter to her
life. Jasmine Carter. Jasmine can be a bit of a flip-flopper as she'll do one thing and say
another. She's dominant and feisty. You definitely don't want to get on her bad side. Jelaminah
"Jela" Lanier. Jela considers herself to be a leader rather than a follower, but she's hoping to
focus more on love instead of fighting. She parties hard and can be very controlling. Kathryn
"Kat" Florek. Kat is a fun party girl, but she's also very tough with a short temper. She loves
beautiful women and enjoys the single life since she gets easily bored in relationships. Lauren
Lewis. She tries to balance work and partying, hoping to calm down a bit. Shannade Clermont.
Shannade is part of a set of identical twins with sister Shannon who love luxury, fashion and the
model industry. They are not afraid of confrontation and were raised in New York City. The two
sisters have short-tempers and even shorter leashes on each other. Shannon Clermont.
Shannon is part of a set of identical twins who love luxury, fashion and the model industry.
Jenna Charland. Beatrice "Ginger" Miller. Amber Zadora. Alicia "Ally" Ramsdell. Gear up for a
game changing, action-packed season 14 with a fresh batch of bad, along with some insane
sneak peeks from this season that will leave you begging for more. The Bad Girls meet each
other and alliances are quickly formed. A surprised 7th girl shocks and confuses the house.
Drama erupts about everything from cigarettes to baby daddies. One Bad Girl gets too turnt up
embarrassing everyone else. Battle lines are drawn when Lauren becomes fed up with Jela and
the twins. Meanwhile, Jasmine's insecurities come to light, leading everyone to wonder whose
side she's on. Life coach Laura returns to the house to help the girls. The women try to draw out
Kat's inner bad girl. Jasmine plans to conduct a seance in the house, which doesn't sit well with
the other roommates. Laura comes to give insight to the girls, resulting in an emotional Jenna
and Lauren. The girls go to volunteer for a homeless charity. Lauren, Jenna, and Kat comfort
Jasmine after she has a mental breakdown after a one-night stand. Missing her boyfriend,
Beatrice sets her sights on Kat. Alicia replaced Shannade. After several missteps with her
roommates, Alicia feels like the house may be the wrong place for her. Kat and Beatrice take
their relationship to the next level, and to relieve tension, the other girls seek solace in some
sexual healing. Alicia voluntarily left the house. The girls tie up loose ends while away in San
Diego. Kat struggles to walk out of the house a changed woman, and Laura has her final
sessions with the girls. The Bad Girls return to Los Angeles to get turnt up one last time! Things
get complicated when Kat and Beatrice reunite. The cast continues to clash with the twins.
Tensions flare when Jela calls the girls out for destroying her clothes. It premiered on August
11, and concluded on November 3, Life coach Laura Baron returns for a third season. Jasmine
celebrates her birthday, but things quickly turn sour when she starts arguing with her friends
about a mistake she made. After thinking Jasmine was in the wrong, Shannon gets annoyed
turning their limo ride home physical. The girls have their photo shoot, sparking a heated
altercation between the twins and Jela. Jela makes it her mission to kick one of the peasants
out of the house. New girl Jenna comes into the house sparking tension between her, the twins
and Jela, leading to a limo altercation between the twins and Jenna. After Jela locks Jenna out
of the house she has some words for her, leading to multiple physical altercations between
them both. Still dealing with her insecurities, Kat realizes that she needs to figure out what she
wants most from the Bad Girls Club. The twins and Jela decide to leave the other girls at home

to go out to the club without any arguments. After Lauren, Jasmine, Kat and Jenna destroy their
things, this leads to an epic physical altercation and leading to the twins and Jela to destroy the
house, ending their time in the bad girls club. Lauren and Jenna pick up guys in order to
alleviate Jasmine's guilt about hooking up with Mike. New girls Beatrice and Amber arrive to the
house. Lauren lets the other girls know that she is very familiar with newbie, Alicia; After Alicia
gets under Jasmine and Lauren's skin, they decide to try and kick her out of the house, which
backfires. After Alicia becomes irate with everyone and their bullying ways, she decides that
she no longer wants to be in the bad girls house; Knowing that the girls were invited to a yacht
party, Alicia goes home, but not without a bang. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. The
neutrality of this section is disputed. Relevant discussion may be found on the talk page. Please
do not remove this message until conditions to do so are met. December Learn how and when
to remove this template message. Showbuzz Daily. Retrieved August 5, Retrieved August 12,
Retrieved August 19, Retrieved August 26, Retrieved September 2, Retrieved September 10,
Retrieved October 14, Retrieved November 4, Bad Girls Club. Namespaces Article Talk. Views
Read View source View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload
file. Download as PDF Printable version. Add links. Season List of Bad Girls Club episodes.
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Gear up for a game changing, action-packed season 14 with a fresh batch of bad, along with
some insane sneak peeks from this season that will leave you begging for more. The Bad Girls
meet each other and alliances are quickly formed. A surprised 7th girl shocks and confuses the
house. Drama erupts about everything from cigarettes to baby daddies. One Bad Girl gets too
turnt up embarrassing everyone else. Battle lines are drawn when Lauren becomes fed up with
Jela and the twins. Tina starts to be bothered on her boyfriends poor amusement while she is
gone. Meanwhile, Jasmine's insecurities come to light, leading everyone to wonder where her
true loyalty lies. Life coach Laura returns to the house to help the girls. The girls attempt to
draw out Kat's inner bad girl. Meanwhile, the twins celebrate their birthday with some "cops".
Jela and Lauren start arguing about Lauren saying a swear word from a song, not meaning to
be racist, but Jela thought she was, sparking a physical altercation between the 2. Note :
Christina is kicked out of the house. Note : Jenna replaces Christina. Jasmine's plan to conduct
a seance in the house doesn't sit well with some of the other girls; Laura comes to give much
needed insight, resulting in an emotional Jenna and Lauren; The girls volunteer for a homeless
charity; Lauren, Jenna, and Kat comfort Jasmine after she has a big breakdown, following a
one-night stand. Notes : Jelaminah, Shannon and Shannade are removed from the house.
Amber and Beatrice replace Shannade and Shannon. Note : Alicia replaces Jelaminah. Note :
Alicia voluntarily left the house. Amber decides to stick up for Beatrice, following an argument
in the limo, leading to a physical altercation between Kat and Amber; The girls say their
goodbyes to the Bad Girls Club and L. The episode starts with all the girls minus the twins who
weren't allowed at the reunion meeting up with each other and discussing their game plans.
After Lauren and Jasmine bring out mannequins of the twins, Amber, Beatrice and Alicia have
things to say to the other girls, sparking a heated argument between Alicia and Tanisha. The
episode ends with a cliffhanger between a fight with Beatrice and Kat. The episode starts with
Beatrice and Kat fighting. Jela comes out on the stage coming at everyone who ruined her and
the twins' clothes leading to her punching Kat in the face. The girls officially say goodbye to L.
Tue, Aug 11, 60 mins. Season 14 opens with newbie women moving into a Los Angeles
mansion, meeting each other and quickly forming alliances. Here, a surprise seventh girl
shocks and confuses the house, and one lady embarrasses everyone. Tue, Aug 18, 60 mins.
Lauren reaches the boiling point due to Jela and the twins. In other events, Jasmine's
insecurities emerge, leading both factions to wonder whose side she's on. Tue, Aug 25, 60
mins. The women try to draw out Kat's inner bad girl. Meanwhile, the twins celebrate their
birthday with some law and disorder, and weekend festivities take a sour turn when two women
engage in a fiery fracas. Tue, Sep 1, 60 mins. The twins' relationship with Jela begins to shatter.
Meanwhile, Jasmine's birthday celebration leads to drama, and it dawns on Kat that she's
become a target for bad-girl wrath. Tue, Sep 8, 60 mins. The ladies begin to bond, but old feuds
and rivalries bubble to the surface when a new bad girl arrives. Meanwhile, Kat faces her
insecurities. Tue, Sep 15, 60 mins. Meanwhile, Kat struggles with her insecurities and finds
solace in male attention, and life coach Laura offers the ladies some perspective. Tue, Sep 29,
60 mins. An epic showdown pits Jela and the twins against the other ladies, resulting in
practically half the house being sent home. Elsewhere, Lauren and Jenna try to alleviate
Jasmine's guilt about her hookup, and two new roommates arrive. Tue, Oct 6, 60 mins. A newbie
arrives at the house, and soon enough the others create drama for her. Elsewhere, Beatrice
misses her boyfriend and sharpens her focus on Kat, and the ladies set out to celebrate Kat's

birthday. Tue, Oct 13, 60 mins. Drama surrounds Alicia, who realizes the house may be the
wrong place for her. Meanwhile, Kat and Beatrice take their relationship to the next level. Tue,
Oct 20, 60 mins. The ladies tie up loose ends while in San Diego. Also, dramas
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surround Kat, and Laura has her final sessions with the women. Tue, Oct 27, 60 mins. Part 1 of
2. The "bad girls" reconvene in Los Angeles. Here, complications arise when Kat and Beatrice
reunite, and the ladies square off against the twins. Tue, Nov 3, 61 mins. The "bad girls" reunite,
with Jela confronting the ladies for destroying her clothes and Laura helping the ladies reach
closure. Live TV. New This Month. What's New to Stream in February. More TV Picks. Bad Girls
Club Season 14 Episodes. Season 14 Episode Guide Season Where to Watch. Episode 5 Return
to Sender Tue, Sep 8, 60 mins The ladies begin to bond, but old feuds and rivalries bubble to the
surface when a new bad girl arrives. Episode 7 A Royal Tumble Tue, Sep 29, 60 mins An epic
showdown pits Jela and the twins against the other ladies, resulting in practically half the house
being sent home. Episode 8 Twerking for Change Tue, Oct 6, 60 mins A newbie arrives at the
house, and soon enough the others create drama for her.

